Connect 2 Colour
Helping your disadvantaged
pupils connect with their learning
COMMUNICATION • HARMONY • ACHIEVEMENT • TEAMWORK • SELF-ESTEEM

Are you looking for a creative and inspiring way of helping your
disadvantaged pupils connect with themselves as a learner?

Book a Connect 2 Colour workshop now and through our innovative and creative
approach to improving connection and communication, we will support your pupils’
understanding of themselves as a learner.

The facts behind the Pupil Premium Grant
When compared to their peers, disadvantaged
pupils on average:
 have less home support for their learning
 have weaker language and communication skills
 are more likely to have significant difficulties in
basic literacy and numeracy skills
 experience more frequent behaviour difficulties
 are less likely to believe they can control events
that affect them*
*Source: The Pupil Premium. Making it work in your school,
Oxford University Press

The Connect 2 Colour process engages pupils from the outset and offers a creative
and growth mind-set based way to challenge assumptions, strengthen self-esteem
and bring out the best in every child. Our team facilitate the workshops by fostering
communication, self-efficacy, connection and creativity using innovative techniques.
The powerful impact of this work is captured forever in colour providing that vital link
between home, school and other stakeholders.

The Connect 2 Colour experience complements your SMSC curriculum by:

Providing an opportunity for your
pupils to develop their self-knowledge, selfesteem and self-confidence

Providing a rich opportunity to
acquire the language of learning and talk
about themselves as a learner

To improve speaking and listening
skills enabling them to become
independent and self-reflecting learners

Encouraging students to accept
responsibility for their behaviour, show
initiative, and to understand how they can
contribute positively to a team

Encouraging respect for other people
and their views

Providing children with the language
of learning, enabling them to discuss their
personal learning preferences and drivers

Provide a creative link between
home, school and other stakeholders
through the creation of unique,
collaborative artwork to share and discuss

Each workshop, delivered by a qualified and experienced teacher, is tailored to
meet the specific needs of your cohort and school development plan and can be
staff-centred, pupil-centred, Governor-centred or follow a whole-school integrated
approach. We can work with individuals, groups, classes or even whole cohorts and
whole school staff teams. Connect 2 Colour can even help you measure and report
on the impact of the workshop by assisting you in collecting and evaluating pupil
attitude data.
To discuss your school’s needs, contact us now:
sally@connect2colour.com Tel: 0772 563 6231
or carolinel@connect2colour.com Tel: 0776 474 2461
Office Telephone: 03301 241 824

For further examples of our work with education, see our website:
www.connect2colour.com

